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The Kodak Printomatic Instant Print camera harkens back to the old days when you could take a picture with your Polaroid camera and it 
immediately printed/processed the photo. So when I received this camera for review, I couldn’t wait to test it out.

The Camera
The Kodak Printomatic camera is very simplistic in design. Meaning not a lot of bells and whistles. But it does have enough features to take your 

pictures. It is rectangular in shape (4.7 x 3 x .9 inches) and weighs 10.7 ounces - so it is small and light enough to comfortably carry in your 
purse. It comes in yellow and white and grey and white. It has a large door on its back (where you put the photo paper) and a long slot on its side 
(where the photos come out of). It has an automatic flash and auto focus - no manual zoom is available. 

The shutter button is nice and large making it easy to use, but in my opinion, it is way too sensitive. Quite a few times my pinky finger 
would brush up against it when I was holding it waiting for the photo to print or holding it when I was moving from one 
location to another - Grrrr!! It just took a picture of my shoes AGAIN! I wound up turning it off between locations. The power 
button is the opposite. It is very small and occasionally it had to be pressed several times (with my thumbnail) to turn it on or off. 

Several times I just let the camera’s sleep mode turn it off for me (after 5 minutes of inactivity).
There is a switch on top of the camera that lets you quickly change from taking color to black and white photos. 
The built-in lithium battery is not removable. So once it dies, so does your camera. Though in truth, I have quite a few cameras with built in 

batteries and they are still running after many years of use. So this is probably not an issue.
There is a Blue Calibration sheet that comes with each pack of photo paper. This is inserted along with the photo paper and is 

used to calibrate the camera. It cycles through/ejects first and then you are ready to start taking your pictures.

The Photos
The Kodak Printomatic camera can hold 10 sheets of Kodak Zink photo paper at a time and can take up to 10 MP photos. But (because of its 

size), it can only print out 2 x 3 inch photos. The photos dry quickly and are smudge and water resistant. All of the colors are embedded 
in the ZINK paper so no messy color cartridges are needed. The Kodak photo paper does have a nice added feature, it has an adhesive 
back so you can easily make a montage, stick it on your school binders, etc.



What’s Included
Kodak Printomatic camera comes with a USB cable for charging and uploading photos to your computer. BTW: A purchase of a separate 

microSD card is needed if you want to save all of your photos so you can upload them to your computer.

Testing the Camera
I went to our local collage and took pictures of its new library building and its church. Here is what happened:

• The Blue Calibration sheet never ejected - I had to manually remove it - dumping the photo paper on the grass in the process.
• After I took the first shot (of the church), I could hear the camera humming and shortly after, the photo emerged from the 

camera. The photo was nice and sharp, but the colors weren’t accurate, e.g. all of the tan stones appeared with a pink hue (see 
the above comparison photos). This pink hue repeated itself with the rest of my indoor and outdoor test shots.

• After taking the photos of the outside of the new library, I went inside to take some low-light photos. They came out nice and 
clear (but again, with a pink hue).

• There were three vertical lines (distortions) that appeared on each photo. I tried re-inserting the photo paper, holding the 
camera very still, and I even turned it upside down in an effort to stop the lines from printing. -- Nothing worked. The lines 
always appeared. According to the manual this can be caused by the paper being inserted incorrectly or it needs recalibration. 
So when my first pack of paper was used up, I inserted the second pack (along with its calibration sheet). This time the 
calibration sheet did move back and forth as it was ejecting - obviously calibrating the camera. I was hoping that now that it 
was calibrated properly, the three lines and the hue shift would go away. Alas, it was not to be. They appeared on the second set 
of photo paper too.

• When I got home, I wanted to upload the last three photos to my computer (a microSD card didn’t come with the camera, so 
according to the manual, the camera can only remember three photos). But though it beeped when I inserted the USB cable 
(obviously signaling that it was connecting) they never appeared on my computer’s desktop or even when I opened the Image 
Capture program! So I guess that even though the manual says it remembers three photos, you can really only upload if you 
saved your photos to the microSD card. Not a real problem since what can you do with only three photos. I just wanted the 
three for testing purposes.

The Skinny
Evaluation: I had high hopes for this camera but unfortunately, it was not to be (for me). I did like that you instantly know if you got the shot that 
you wanted - no need to run home and view your photos on your computer. However, since everything is printed, your duds get printed too. But as 
you can see from my testing, there were problems. Though everything came out clear, including the accidentally taken photos of my feet. There 
were color and other problems.

Now I do want to say that with any car or product, there are lemons. I may have gotten a lemon since in reviews I read on the internet, the 
majority liked or loved the Kodak Printomatic camera. I could have gone with the crowd and give it a glowing report, but I like to be honest and 
give my readers all of the information available. Then they can make an informed decision on whether to buy or not.

Price: Camera - $69.99 (at Amazon)
          Kodak ZINK Photo Paper: 20 Sheets: $9.99, 50 sheets: $24.99

The Photo on the left was taken using the Kodak Printomatic camera (but I had to scan it into the computer at 600 DPI). 
The photo on the right was taken with my Sony camera (on a different cloudless day). The Sony’s colors are accurate but 
the Kodak Printomatic camera’s photo has a pink hue. Also notice the three (faint) vertical lines the appear in the Kodak 
Printomatic camera’s photo. The color change and the lines happened with all of the photos taken in my test.


